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Introduction
Bright beams cut the room, replacing complete darkness. They glow in threatening white as they
reach to the ceiling in mathematical precision. Two men step into the room as scan matrices sense
their bodies. They become sliced into their components, rearranged and manipulated by light till the
moment they decide to break the dictatorship of machine and find nothing left - but themselves.

POW_2045
POW_2045 is a piece by the urban choreographers Raphael Hillebrand and Christian Mio Loclair.
It combines interdisciplinary expertise reaching from computer generated art and scientific human
computer interaction to urban choreography. The result is an artistic portray of our present age - a
duet of man and machine.
The term Pow is rooted in computer language. It stands for exponential functions (power, square of)
and exponential development that our current age has to face. Born somewhere in between the first
personal computers, experiencing the rushing development of internet and visions of transhumanity in 2045, the two choreographers perceive themselves as part of the first generation that
can not remember the world without its ubiquitous digital laws. Hence POW_2045 became a
journey in which the artists try to shut down this acceleration in order question their environment,
themselves - trying to search for something they only know from hearsay.

Production
The piece POW_2045 ranges over different fields of art, science and design. In order to cover those
areas and weave them into each other - the artists decided to split the production development into
three parts over a period of 8 month, each of them produced in its own environment:
•
•
•

The Dance (Choreographic Coding Lab by William Forsythe)
The Architectural Design and Technology (Bauhaus Dessau)
The Choreography (Master of Choreography at HZT Berlin)

The Dance (Choreographic Coding Lab by William Forsythe)
To develop a duet of man and machine Christian Mio Loclair (in collaboration with the Berlin
design studio "onformative") and Raphael Hillebrand started to investigate different methods of
computer generated choreography. The main question was "How can a machine become a partner
within an artistic process instead of an effect that serves the artist? How can the machine generate
choreographic patterns, creative solutions and become an equal partner within artistic productions?"
The outcome was a visual language called "Pathfinder". This Application represents a generative
approach to structured improvisation which allows man and machine to improvise together,
continuously searching for new shapes and transitions. The corresponding findings describe the
foundation for the physical language and dance in POW_2045.

After one month of intense prototyping, the results were presented at choreographic coding. The
choreographic coding lab (by William Forsythe and Node Forum for digital arts) is a laboratory for
interdisciplinary art melting technology and dance. It was the perfect starting point to develop and
share a tight relationship between human bodies and digital procedures.

The Architectural Design and Technology (Bauhaus Dessau)
In order to illustrate the artist's relationship to machines and digital enviroments, Loclair and
Hillebrand imagined an overwhelming three dimensional installation, which covers the dancers in
space like an abstract tent of math. The main target was to create a shape which is present
"everywhere", and allows disturbing (cutting) as well as harmonic (hugging) relationships to human
bodies. Hence the installation needs to be able to transform over time, create new perspective and
allow meaningful interpretations.
Invited at the world-famous "Bauhaus Dessau" over a period of 3 weeks, the artists became inspired
by great fore thinkers of Design, Graphic and Architecture such as Kandinsky and Gropius.
Especially the "Stäbetanz" and many different drawings by the architect Oskar Schlemmer were a
huge inspiration to POW_2045.

The major contribution of this drawing by Oskar Schlemmer is the clean separation between shapes.
The mathematical construct covers the human body, yet sets a contrast to organic shapes in its
accuracy and mechanical precision. This kind of visual contrast can be understood as a visual
representation of human computer difference and reveals core features of both – man and
machine.A characteristic foundation to design the dialogue of POW_2045.

However the Bauhaus Dessau also inspired the dance of POW_2045. Schlemmer's studies of
architecture also covered choreography and reveal nowadays a close relationship to rigid forms in
urban dances such as Popping.

In order to create an open experience of improvisation and spontaneous moments the artists decided
to not use classical projection mapping technologies or video art to bring the installation to live.
Instead the projector patterns that light up the stage and installation are driven by a computer
algorithm. This program is able to read the dancer's behavior by the use of 3D camera technology
and translate the captured information into graphics and sound. Hence POW_2045 consists of a
tight communication between the dancers and the omnipresent installation in order to create a
collaborative artistic experience between man and machine.

The Choreography (Master of Choreography at HZT Berlin)
As the finale step of the production, Hillebrand decided to devote his master thesis of choreography
to POW_2045 and to its preceding investigations. The main challenge was to create a choreographic
concept to cover the topic but reduce complex questions to personal interests.
“So how do we feel now? How do we feel when everything around us becomes artificial? How do
we see ourselves and proximity when we are cut in slices? And most importantly - what happens if
we simply stop?”

During a period of 6 weeks the artists continued to develop their physical language, representing
their conceptual and poetic view on themselves, on each other and on the omnipresent machine.
The resulting choreographic elements create a fusion of dance-theater, spoken words and urban
dances such as Bboying and Popping reaching from organic flow to robotic precision.
In order to reflect the dialog between man and machine, the accompanying musical pieces build a
bidirectional relationship to dance. Some musical elements dictate the choreography. Music by
Murcof or Collin Stetson for example are used to polarize between digital and organic methods of
creation.
Other musical pieces are dictated by the choreography. In collaboration with the experimental sound
artist Johannes Helberger (“KLING KLANG KLONG”) , Hillebrand and Loclair used a custom
software and 3d Cameras to capture their movements and translate them into sound.

The Choreographic Production of POW_2045 define the final phase of the project and sum up the
concepts, emotions and the path taken by Hillebrand and Loclair.

The Artists
Christian Mio Loclair

Christian “Mio” Loclair investigates collaborative media and dance mechanizms.
In 1994 he discovered his love for hip hop/art and started a professional career as a dancer in 2001.
In 2005 he founded the Animatronik Project together with his mentor Niels “Storm” Robitzky.
The idea behind Animatronik is the research for illusionary effects in body movements and its inner
nature.
As a solo battle dancer he became the winner of the „International Battle of the year 2007“, the
Ruhrpott Battle 2007 and the Wutal Battle in 2008 (Pina Bausch Festival) to name only a few.
In 2007 and 2010 he was chosen to represent Germany at the UK Bboy World championship. In the
US_Movie “You got Served 2? Mio portrayed Eric, the Worldchampion of Hiphop dance.
Mio is also known as a contemporary theater choreographer and media-engineer. His work is
mainly focused on combining media technologies and performative art. He
implemented the acceleration based Popping Video Game (WiiPop) working with real
physical data and the virtual Robot dancing Popping. He gained further attention by coding an
algorithm crawling through google maps, searching for all face like shapes in landscape satellite
images on earth.
He studied Computer Science at the University Potsdam, specializing in Media Engineering (Prof.
Dr. Klaus Rebensburg) and Human Computer Interaction (Prof. Dr. Patrick Baudisch).

Raphael Hillebrand

Raphael Hillebrand was born in Hong Kong and raised in Berlin. Educated through hiphop,
Raphael Hillebrand uses his multicultural background to create his own vision of self-expression. In
1997 Raphael began as a bboy at jams and competitions in Berlin, Germany. As a former member
of 5-Amox and B-Town Allstars, he won several championships such as the national Battle of the
Year 2006 and the 2vs2 at the IBE in Rotterdam. Storm introduced him to the world of theater, at
first as a dancer, than as a choreographer. With Sébastien Ramirez, he developed a multi-layer work,
introduced spoken word and theatre into his dance work and plays with different dimensions, such
as shadows and video. Working on an international level, Raphael realized different creations with
dancers from other continents, and leads cultural co-operation programs led by MOOV'N AKTION
with Goethe-Institut and Institut Français (Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia).
Raphael is one of the 50 choreographers recommended by Goethe-Institut amongst the important
and representative contemporary artists in Germany. At the Freiburg Theatre, in Germany, he
directed the choreographic part of an urban adaptation of Richard Wagner's Ring, then conceived
and directed volXtanz, a work merging hiphop and folk dances. His works have been presented in
important venues such as Breakin' Convention at Sadler's Wells and on tour in the UK, Théâtre
national de Chaillot, CND Pantin, HAU Berlin, Théâtre de l'Archipel Perpignan and more.

